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What's New?

2023 has been a momentous year for Space Copy.  We have
transformed from a simple startup concept into a thriving company
that is changing the game globally as a leader in the emerging market
of lunar and extreme environment manufacturing.  We want to take a
moment and say thank you to all of our advisors, mentors, partners,
clients, and supporters for seeing us through the first phase of our
journey, as we aspire to grow exponentially in 2024.

Space Copy Incorporates in Canada!
To close out 2023, we are
excited to share that we have
recently welcomed Space
Copy’s second headquarters in
Canada!  

The occasion is sparked by
increased interest in additive
manufacturing from academia
and government in the Great
White North, and we are excited
to elevate our global reach by
partnering with esteemed
institutes and bidding on grants
with the Canadian Space
Agency in 2024.



After a series of technical
glitches, we are happy to
announce the launch of our
new company website!  You
can now find us at our new
and permanent domain:
spacecopy.com

Space Copy Rebrands Official Site

Space Copy Pitches For The NASA
LSIC Winter Meeting
Space Copy’s Founder Madison Feehan was thrilled to present at this
December’s Lightning Pitch session with the Lunar Surface Innovation
Consortium Excavation & Construction focus group.  The session gathered a
series of subject matter experts, academics, and industry leaders who presented
various technologies, all aimed towards in-situ manufacturing using regolith,
which truly demonstrates this growing niche industry’s revolutionary progress.

Space Copy Bids On NASA’s LIFT-1 RFI
Space Copy also was pleased to bid on
NASA’s Request for Information (RFI) to
formulate its future Lunar
Infrastructure Foundational
Technologies (LIFT-1) demonstration.
Led by the Space Technology Mission
Directorate (STMD), NASA’s primary
objective for LIFT-1 is to demonstrate
ISRU technologies for future use in the
Moon’s South Polar region.

https://www.spacecopy.com/


Space Copy is almost complete its
program with Singapore Management
University Big Ideas Generator Incubator.   
We have enjoyed the many networking
sessions, mentorship, and masterclasses
and we greatly anticipate the upcoming
demo day in February 2024!

“As humanity charts its course further
into the cosmos, the name Space Copy is
focused on driving the future of space
technology.”  

These are the words coined by
journalists from CEO Weekly which have
just recently featured Space Copy as part
of an interview showcasing Madison
Feehan, and the innovation that she is
curating to help create a paradigm shift
in the space industry.

Space Copy: As Featured In CEO Weekly

Space Copy: Interview with the
Journal of Space Commerce
Featured in the hit episode: “Encouraging
Young Entrepreneurs in the Space Industry”;
our Founder and COO Madison Feehan had
the opportunity to sit down with ExTerra:
The Journal of Space Commerce’s own Tom
Patton for an exclusive interview, discussing
the technology innovations she is part of
and highlighting the need for actively
engaging youth in STEM and space sciences.

Updates From Singapore: SMU BIG

Contact Us
@SpaceCopy on Twitter & LinkedIn

madison.feehan@spacecopy.com

Official Site:  spacecopy.com

https://www.spacecopy3d.com/
https://ceoweekly.com/space-copy-and-moon-trades-shaping-the-future-of-space-technology/
https://youtu.be/_IjZA-8wR3A?si=6Yn4zYROgWVYX-ef
https://youtu.be/_IjZA-8wR3A?si=6Yn4zYROgWVYX-ef

